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Refereed proceedings of an academic conference
[yamauchi-406-090-01:2015] Kazuaki Yamauchi. About the early admission of the
University of Aizu. In Proceedings of18th Annual Meeting of the Japanese
Society of Higher Education, pages 148–149, June 2015.
A questionnaire survey was conducted for four people enrolled in the early admission in order to examine whether it is possible to increase the number of
early enrollment. Based on the survey, the advantages and disadvantages of
early admission were discussed and conducted own analysis by using the small
data.

Academic society activities
[yamauchi-406-090-02:2015] Kazuaki Yamauchi, 2015.
I attended 18th Annual Meeting of the Japanese Society of Higher Education,
which was held at Waseda University. I talked about the early admission of
the University of Aizu: A questionnaire survey was conducted for four people enrolled in the early admission in order to examine whether it is possible
to increase the number of early enrollment. Based on the survey, the advantages and disadvantages of early admission were discussed and conducted own
analysis by using the small data.

[yamauchi-406-090-03:2015] Kazuaki Yamauchi, 2015.
Co-chair

Employment guidance
[yamauchi-406-090-04:2015] he visited various IT related companies in Tokyo metropolitan area to solicit jobs for graduating students and also invited those companies to
the campus for their recruitment.

Advisor of a student club or circle
[yamauchi-406-090-05:2015] Advisor to Table Tennis Club
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Contribution related to on-campus/oﬀ-campus publicity work
[yamauchi-406-090-06:2015] Friday, November 25, 2015 [Chiba University] Early Higher
Education Cooperation Council - 2nd Early Admission Summit - The gist of my
presentation on the University of Aizu Early Admission System is as follows.
The University of Aizu, which conducts research and education specializing in
computer, has the idea of performing the local contribution with a focus on computer science and engineering. To accept students who are superior in the field
of computer science and engineering, the university introduces a wide variety of
entrance examinations including early admission entrance examination. Early admission students, compared to students who were enrolled in a normal entrance
examination, tend to articulate their thoughts in addition to having the high level
of awareness and motivation to try to challenge. Benefits for students enrolled by
early admission are considered as the following three. 1. can be carried out advanced learning and research earlier. 2. can widen the choice of life design after
graduating from university. 3. can reduce the economic burden. Especially, we
recruit students by emphasizing the possibility of reduction economic burden.

[yamauchi-406-090-07:2015] Friday, November 25, 2015 [Chiba University] Early Higher
Education Cooperation Council - 2nd Early Admission Summit - The gist of my
presentation on the University of Aizu Early Admission System is as follows.
The University of Aizu, which conducts research and education specializing in
computer, has the idea of performing the local contribution with a focus on computer science and engineering. To accept students who are superior in the field
of computer science and engineering, the university introduces a wide variety of
entrance examinations including early admission entrance examination. Early admission students, compared to students who were enrolled in a normal entrance
examination, tend to articulate their thoughts in addition to having the high level
of awareness and motivation to try to challenge. Benefits for students enrolled by
early admission are considered as the following three. 1. can be carried out advanced learning and research earlier. 2. can widen the choice of life design after
graduating from university. 3. can reduce the economic burden. Especially, we
recruit students by emphasizing the possibility of reduction economic burden.

[yamauchi-406-090-08:2015] Friday, November 25, 2015 [Chiba University] Early Higher
Education Cooperation Council - 2nd Early Admission Summit - The gist of my
presentation on the University of Aizu Early Admission System is as follows.
The University of Aizu, which conducts research and education specializing in
computer, has the idea of performing the local contribution with a focus on com-
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puter science and engineering. To accept students who are superior in the field
of computer science and engineering, the university introduces a wide variety of
entrance examinations including early admission entrance examination. Early admission students, compared to students who were enrolled in a normal entrance
examination, tend to articulate their thoughts in addition to having the high level
of awareness and motivation to try to challenge. Benefits for students enrolled by
early admission are considered as the following three. 1. can be carried out advanced learning and research earlier. 2. can widen the choice of life design after
graduating from university. 3. can reduce the economic burden. Especially, we
recruit students by emphasizing the possibility of reduction economic burden.

Did you participate in students recruitment, support the alumni,
and/or contact with student’s parent? (Yes or No) If yes, please
describe what you did.
[yamauchi-406-090-09:2015] In order to recruit prospective students by visiting high
schools all over Japan and attending career counseling meetings for high school
students held in major cities in Japan.

[yamauchi-406-090-10:2015] In order to recruit prospective students by visiting high
schools all over Japan and attending career counseling meetings for high school
students held in major cities in Japan.
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